Annual Report

FAI Electric Flight World Cup 2019

Class F5B ELECTRIC MULTITASK GLIDERS

2019 we had eight World Cup events with total 49 competitors of 11 countries. Many competitors used telemetry systems with varios, as allowed since 2015. I cannot see, that they had much better flights than competitors without that devices.

World Cup Coordinator was again Wolfgang Schulz GER. Thank you very much.

1 van Berkum Gerben NED 300
2 Mouris Josef GBR 235
3 Greiner Heiko GER 225
4 Van Tricht Luc BEL 184
5 Wäckerlin Thomas SUI 168

Class F5J ELECTRIC THERMAL DURATION GLIDER

Over 600 competitors of 34 countries started in minimum at one of the 28 FAI World Cup Events in the F5J Class Thermal duration gliders with electric motors and altimeter/motor run timer (AMRT).

World Cup Coordinator was Sotir Lazarkow BUL. Thank you very much.

1 HUCALJUK, Arijan CRO 300
2 PRESTELE, Dominik GER 247
3 DRUST, Timo GER 246
4 PAMPIKAS, DONATAS LTU 231
5 RIZNER, Primoz SLO 225

Thanks

To all the organizers, helpers and competitors I will say thank you for good job and faire sport. Especially also to our World Cup Coordinators.

Emil Giezendanner